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In
1984,
Congress
simultaneously
eliminated state-local regulation of cable
television rates and banned telephone
companies from offering cable service in
their own franchise areas. Five years later,
the General Accounting Office discovered
that basic cable rates had risen more than
four times as rapidly as the overall
consumer
price
level
since
rate
deregulation. As a result, Congress began
to move to reimpose cable rate regulation
once again, finally succeeding (over
President Bushs veto) in 1992. In this
book, Robert Crandall and Harold
Furchtgott-Roth examine the case of
reregulating cable television and find that
viewers gained far more than they lost
during the brief deregulatory era because
cable services expanded so rapidly in the
deregulated environment. Moreover, they
show that new technologies, such as
direct-broadcast satellites, are likely to
provide considerable market discipline for
cable operators in the next few years,
weakening any case for rate regulation.
Given regulations history of impeding
innovation, they conclude that economic
welfare is more likely to be enhanced by
policies aimed at encouraging new entry
into video services than by rate regulation.
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foster media competition, the Federal Communications in cable television by imposing reasonable regulations on the
industry. The F.C.C. Cable TV: Regulation or Competition by Robert W. Crandall and a great selection of similar Used,
New and Collectible Books available now at . Competition and Regulation in Cable TV by Jonathan D. Levy
Regulation of the cable television industry was marked by remarkable periods of deregulation, re-regulation, and
re-deregulation during the 1980s and 1990s. Adjusting the Picture: Television Regulation for the 21st Century
Cable TV: Regulation or Competition?: Robert W. Crandall, Harold Dec 15, 2015 However, competition among
distributors of cable services did not . Some states, such as Massachusetts, regulate cable television on a FCC helps big
and small cable TV providers avoid rate regulation In 1984, Congress simultaneously eliminated state-local
regulation of cable television rates and banned telephone companies from offering cable service in HISTORY OF
CABLE TV REGULATION Jun 4, 2015 Vote declares cable TV faces competition nationwide cable companies
rejoice. Competition in the Cable Television Market - In 1984, Congress simultaneously eliminated state-local
regulation of cable television rates and banned telephone companies from offering cable service in Competition and
Regulation in Cable TV - DigitalCommons@UMaine Massachusetts Cable Television Division Regulation, 207
CMR (Code of Massachusetts Regulations) are the regulations generated by the Division under the Cable Television
Division - In 1984, Congress simultaneously eliminated state-local regulation of cable television rates and banned
telephone companies from offering cable service in Regulation of Cable Television Rates - Jonathan D. Levy of the
Federal Communications Commission discusses federal policy changes and their impact on cable television
development and on Cable companies could escape local rate regulation under FCC Regulation of Cable Television
Rates. Who Regulates Cable Rates? Under federal law, the Competition Division regulates rates for basic service tier,
Competition in Cable TV - The New York Times from competition, and subjecting it to the control of regulators and
politicians. It is time that the regulation of television caught up with this marketplace reality. Cable television was a
mere backup service, relaying broadcasts for those Cable Reregulation - Cato Institute Albert K. Smiley, Regulation
and Competition in Cable Television, 7 Yale J. on Reg. (1990). Act), municipal regulation of rates for cable television
service has. Cable TV: Restraining Prices by Competition, Not Re-Regulation CABLE TV: RESTRAINING
PRICES BY COMPETITION, NOT RE-REGULATION Cable television has become a major medium, bringing
information and Laws and Regulations Governing Cable TV in Massachusetts Overview of the Cable Television
Division - All cable television licenses in the Commonwealth are non-exclusive the Competition Division grants
waivers of state regulations to speed up the initial Cable TV: regulation or competition? - Robert W - Google Books
Nov 12, 2009 You asked for a history of cable TV regulation, particularly with regard to rates. which was designed to
promote cable competition by allowing Competition Issues in Television and Broadcasting 2013 - May 18, 2015
The latest controversy at the Federal Communications Commission involves cable TV competition and rate regulation,
and it could end with Regulation and Competition in Cable Television - Yale Law School Oct 28, 2013 Competition
and Regulation in Broadcasting in the Light of telecommunications, cable TV and the Internet, or even quadruple play,
with. Cable TV: Regulation Or Competition? - Robert W. Crandall, Harold possible changes to Maines cable
television regulatory scheme based on The FairPoint Paper discusses the growth of competition only in terms of state.
Cable Television Federal Communications Commission promote increased competition in the cable television and
related markets. We here The 1984 act freed cable operators from rate regulation provided that. Testing the
Effectiveness of Regulation and Competition on Cable Regulation of the cable television industry was marked by
remarkable Meanwhile, competition consistently decreased rates from 5.6 to 8.8 percent, with even Regulation and
Competition in Cable Television - LexisNexis cable TV regulation is likely to be revisited by state legislatures and
local and also explores the economic issues of competition and regulation in the cable TV.
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